SAN DIEGO, CA – November 13, 2023 – Chiplet Summit Is the Only Event Covering All Aspects of Developing Chips at the Smallest Process Nodes

Chiplet Summit has quickly become the key show in a technology that AMD, Intel, NVIDIA, and Samsung all say is strategic to their futures. The 2024 event at the Santa Clara Convention Center on February 6-8 covers architectures, design methods, interfaces, packaging, and integration. It helps specialists in different areas work together on all aspects of designs. It offers major company keynotes, tutorials, panels, and paper sessions on subjects ranging from optimization to industry trends. The emphasis is on chips that cost less and come to market faster.

An exhibit hall showcases important products from industry leaders. Areas of special interest are the open chiplet economy, working with foundries, and implementing the latest die-to-die interfaces.

“Chiplet Summit is a must-attend industry event,” said Chuck Sobey, Summit General Chair. “We invite everyone across the chiplet ecosystem to come learn about the latest technologies, form face-to-face relationships, and set the direction for the industry.”

To discuss exhibiting, contact:

Elizabeth Leventhal, Exhibit Sales Director
Elizabeth@ChipletSummit.com
+1.760.809.5755

To ask about the program, contact:

Lance Leventhal, Program Chairperson
Lance@ChipletSummit.com
+1.858.756.3327

About Chiplet Summit

Chiplet Summit, produced by Semper Technologies, showcases the mainstream applications, key technologies, and leading vendors that are driving the rapidly expanding chiplet market.

To learn more about the Summit, visit https://chipletsummit.com/.
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